**Discussion Forums**
- Discussion board overview
- Creating a new forum
- Linking to discussion forum page
- Adding link to a discussion forum
- Moderating a forum
- Assigning forum roles
- Starting a thread
- Subscribing to a thread
- Controlling discussion board
- Rating discussion board posts
- Collecting and adding tags
- Editing and deleting a discussion forum
- Searching within discussion boards

**Content Collection**
- Introducing the content collection
- Linking to content collection files
- Searching the content collection
- Creating a content collection folder
- Adding an item to the collection
- Viewing and editing an item
- Copying and moving items
- Downloading items
- Setting permissions
- Creating shared locations

**Course Wikis**
- Creating and viewing wikis
- Adding information to a wiki
- Editing wikis

**Using Course Tools**
- Creating a course blog
- Creating contacts
- Using the course calendar
- Using journals
- Viewing journal entries
- Sending and receiving messages
- Sending e-mail
- Creating a glossary
- Creating tasks
- Using the roster
- Using My Grades
- Creating a collaboration chat session
- Creating a virtual classroom session
- Using the user guide

**Working with Groups**
- Introducing groups
- Enrolling a group manually
- Creating a self-enrolling group
- Creating a random enroll group set
- Creating a manual group set
- Enabling student created groups
- Hiding and showing group modules
- Viewing and e-mailing group members